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“Nip and Tuck II”
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The crew
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Mission
Sharpe and his crew manned one of the more than 280 American bomber aircraft
taking off in the early hours of October 20 1943 from various airfields in Great
Britain. The plane they were flying was a B-17F Flying Fortress, of the 331 Bomb
Squadron and was nicknamed “Nip and Tuck II” Sqn code QE-O.

The target was an attack against the railway complex and an aircraft factory based in the
centre of the German city of Duren . Six B-17’s from the 92 Bomb group that had to mark the
targets (Pathfinders) they were not able to achieve marking the targets because the OBOE
electronics which was to be used for the first time did not work. Only 97 bombers try’d
anyway to bomb the target. The rest turned back and took their bombs back to their
homebase Bury Saint Edmunds in Suffolk England.
During the unveilling of the monument (Sept 2016) quoted from Air
Commodore Andre Steur RNLaF: The first leg of the flight proceeded
auspiciously. At first the German Luftwaffe did not bother the American bombers.
However, danger was lurking in the skies. From two o’clock that afternoon, a
Messerschmidt fighter aircraft formation of the 11th Gruppe of the
Jagdgeschwader 3 took off from Schiphol Airport, among other places, headed
into the south-east direction. This unit had been recalled from the Eastern front
to the western front just one month earlier, in order to help to turn around the
increasingly heavier American bombardments of the Reichsgebiet. The 11th
Gruppe was an experienced and highly decorated unit that had made its mark at
the Eastern Front.
It wasn’t long before the German fighters locked on to the USAAF formation. At
first they engaged the American escort fighter aircraft in a heavy dogfight. The
American P-47 Thunderbolts dominated the fight and managed to shoot down at
least three German fighter aircraft. However, they could not prevent a number of
enemy fighter aircraft from breaking away from this aerial combat and engaging
the bomber formations. One of the German fighter pilots, Hauptmann Werner
Lucas, an ace with more than a hundred victories to his name, got sight of
Sharpe’s B-17. What happened next is not known exactly, but according to
eyewitnesses, Lucas, who would perish himself a couple of days later, hit
Sharpe’s bomber so severely that the plane exploded in mid-air. Debris from the
B-17 hit the ground near Castenray/Leunen, scattered across a wide area.
Miraculously, the 2nd pilot in command, second Lieutenant William M. Miller and
the tail gunner, 21-year old Staff Sergeant Clifford L. Horn from Camas County,
Idaho, managed to bail out unharmed on their parachutes. Shortly after hitting
the ground, they were taken prisoner. Sadly, the other eight crewmembers did
not succeed in getting out of the plane alive and perished. They were initially
buried at Venlo. Later on, they were given a final resting place at the American
fields of honour in Belgium and Luxembourg as well as in the United States.
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Research
In 2014 Planehunters Recovery Team together with local history groups of
Venray started a project to locate all crashes and crash landings during
WW2 in the municipal of Venray.

The result of the project that took nearly 1 year to complete was a total of
44 crashes or crash landings that were documented.
The worst of all 44 crashes was the B-17F “Nip and Tuck II” where 8 out
of the 10 crew members died.
During the investigation the exact crash location was hard to find because
the aircraft exploded in midair and debris was scattered over a large area.
Almost all remains of the aircraft were removed by the germans after the
crash. Still we were able to find some parts of the aircraft 70+ years later.
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Most of these parts were from the Ball turret from the B-17 , determined by some red
lettering on one of the pieces we found.

Above 2 pictures from USA manufacturers that build parts for the B-17, the Alcoa aluminium
factory and Hartford Nielsen .
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In the picture below a Ball turret from a B-17 can be seen. Below the part with the red text.

Some eye witnesses were still alive in 2014 and told us about the locations where several
pieces of the aircraft came down.
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The red square gives the area between the towns of Leunen and Castenray where the
remains of the aircraft came down.

After finishing the Venray project Jan Strijbos , the chairman of our committee decided that
a monument should be erected for this crew.
Planehunters teamed up with the local history clubs to organise the event. Jan Strijbos was
the organiser and as a former teacher in elementry school made sure the young kids got
involved. He askes me to give a lecture to the kids about this crash so they would
understand the importance of it. Also a briefing about the crash was given to the adults in
the region.
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The Monument
The monument consists of a big part of a nearby Lancaster crash from the RAF and on top of
the monument a propellor of a crashed WW2 aircraft is used. The design drawing of the B17 QE-O was made by Thijs Hellings of Planehunters and next to it a plate with the names of
the 8 crewmembers that died.
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Next to the monument a seperate sign was erected is to explain what happened that day.
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Family from 3 crew members were found and some came over from the USA for the
unveilling.
Lynne Jehle and her son Horace, niece from Lt. Hary Sharpe the Pilot and
Mary (Rich) Eager sister of S/Sgt William Rich, the Ball turret Gunner and her daughter Lizz
with husband Richard.
In this picture sitting on the front row next to me (far left), the family adressed by Air
Commodore Andre Steur from the Royal Netherlands Air Force.

Also the Charge D’affair from the US Ambassy in Den Hague and the Mayor of Venray
speeched, below Jan Strijbos the organiser of the event.
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About 300 people showed up and below an impression of that special day.
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The Fly By of the Dutch Air Force Spitfire was the absolute tribute to these brave young men
that gave their lives for our freedom.
Thanks to all people making this a special day for the family of the crew.
Military and civilans worked together to remember and show the young people not to
forget.
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Special Thanks to:
Ambassy of the United States of America Den Hague Chargé d’Affaires Shawn Crowley
Patrick van der Broeck, gedeputeerde provincie Limburg
Hans Teunissen, gedeputeerde provincie Limburg
Mayor of Venray Hans Gillesen
Jan Loonen, deputy Mayor Venray
Air Commodore André Steur Royal Netherlands Air Force
Commander Airbase Volkel Colonel Geert Ariëns and the Dutch Honour Guard
Commander MUNNS Volkel Lt.Colonel Mattew Davis and T SSgt. Donald Vedral
Air Display RNLaF Ed de Bruijn
Thijs Hellings Planehunters and Edie Pouwels oorlogsmuseum Melderslo
Astrid van Erp and Co de Swart
All volenteers in Castenray and Leunen, especially Hay Strijbos, Jan Weijs, Carel Jeuken,
Gerrit Cornelissen and the Harmonie Leunen/Castenray.
And last but not least Jan Strijbos the initiator of this unveilling.
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